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A b s t r a c t .  We isolate a technique for showing that a picture language 
(i.e. a "two-dimensional language") is not recognizable. Then we prove 
the non-recognizability of a picture language that is both starfree (i.e., 
definable by means of union, concatenation, and complement) and piece- 
wise testable (i.e., definable by means of allowed subpictures), solving an 
open question in [GR96]. 
We also define local, locally testable, and locally threshold testable pic- 
ture languages and summarize known inclusion results for these classes. 
The classes of piecewise testable, locally testable, and locally threshold 
testable picture languages can, as in the word case, be characterized by 
certain (fragments of) first-order logics. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

In [GRST96,GR96], the authors investigated the class of recognizable picture 
language (as a straightforward generalization of recognizable word languages 
to two dimensions), and compared it to variants of classes of regular picture 
languages, defined by "regular expressions" built up by union, row- and column- 
concatenation, and, optionally, iterated row-/column- concatenation and/or  com- 
plement. 

It turns out that  the class of recognizable picture languages is not closed un- 
der complement, and the regular expressions without complement do not capture 
the class of recognizable picture languages, in contrast to the Kleene Theorem for 
the one-dimensional case. One question that  remained open was whether every 
language defined by regular expressions with all of the above-mentioned opera- 
tions is recognizable. We answer this question negatively, even for the case that  
the iterated concatenations are omitted, i.e. the "starfree" expressions. For this 
aim, we recapitulate and isolate a technique for showing the non-recognizability 
of a picture language. This technique has also been used in [MT97]. 

Besides, we consider some other adaptions of classes of formal languages 
to the two-dimensional case, namely different versions of first-order definable 
languages, as well as piecewise testable, locally testable, and locally threshold 
testable picture languages, and report some known and some simple results about 
these. For example, it is shown in [Wil97] that  there is a first-order definable 
picture language that  is not starfree. 
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2 Recognizable Picture Languages 

Throughout the paper, we consider a fixed alphabet F. A picture over F is a 
matrix over F. By picture languages we refer to sets of pictures�9 The language of 
all pictures over F is denoted by F +'+. The language of all pictures of size m • n is 
denoted by F m'n. There are two different, partial concatenations for pictures: the 

concatenation ~ (column concatenation P Q, respectively) of two pictures r o w  

P and Q of the same width (height, respectively) is the picture obtained by 
appending Q to the bottom (right, respectively) of P. These concatenations can 
be generalized to languages the straightforward way. 

Since picture languages are the two-dimensional analogue to word languages, 
it is somewhat natural to try to transfer definitions of interesting word language 
classes to these. We will first give a straightforward definition of recognizability�9 

Defini t ion 1. A picture language L over F is domino-local iff there are local 
word languages L1, L2 over F such that L is the set of pictures whose columns 
(considered as words) are in LI and whose rows are in L2. 

A picture language is recognizable i] it is the image o] a local picture language 
under some alphabet projection. 

This definition is consistent with other equivalent definitions of recognizabil- 
ity given in [GRST96,GR96]. (Among these, there is the characterization via 
existential monadic second-order logic over the signature with the two binary 
relation symbols $1 and $2 for vertical and horizontal successors.) 

The following fact has recently been proved by Klaus Reinhard. 

Example 1. The set of all pictures over {a, b} in which the set of b-positions is 
connected (where two b-positions are meant to be adjacent iff there are horizon- 
tally or vertically next to each other) is recognizable. 

The complement of the above language is also recognizable, which is much easier 
to show. 

Defini t ion 2. For a picture language L C_ F +,+ and an integer m > 1, the 
fixed-height-m word language of L, denoted by L(m), is the following word lan- 
guage over F re'l: 

(o1 ) 
L(m) = { \ a m t / " "  \amn]  

a l l  " � 9  a l n  | 

a r a l "  �9 " a m n  

The following lemma is formulated and proven in [MT97]. As far as the author 
knows, all arguments against recognizable languages depend on this lemma. 

L e m m a  1. Let L C_ F +,+ recognizable�9 Then there is a k >_ 1 such that for all 
m >_ 1 there is an NFA A with k m states that recognizes L(m). 
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Proo]. Assume L1, L2, and /" are as in Definition 1. Let m > 1. The states 
of the constructed NFA are those columns of height m that  are, considered as 
words, in L1, plus an additional initial state. The transitions and final states are 
chosen in such a way that  each string of corresponding components of a run is in 
L2. The transition labels are the images of the target states under the alphabet 
projection. 

The following simple fact has been stated for example in [Bir96,GS96]. 

L e m m a  2. Let n >_ 1, L C_ F* 
M C F* x F* such that 

be recognizable by an NFA with n states. Let 

V(u,v) E M : uv E L, 

V(u, v), (u', v') E M :  {uv', u'v} ~- L. 

Then IM] < n. 

The preceding two lemmas give the following result. 

L e m m a  3. Let L C F +,+ be recognizable. Let (Mm) be a sequence with Vm : 
Mm C_ Fm,+ x Fm'+ and 

V(P, Q) 6 Mm : PQ e L, 

V(P, Q), (pt, Q,) E Mm : {PQ~, P 'Q}  g L. 

Then [Mini is 2 O(m). 

Intuitively, this lemma says that  for a recognizable picture language, there 
is no more than exponentially much space to pass information from one side of 
the picture to the other. 

We use the above lemma to reformulate the proof of non-recognizability of 
an example language from [GRST96]. 

P r o p o s i t i o n  1. Let L be the set of pictures over {a, b} of the ]orm P P  where 
P is a square. Then L is not recognizable. 

Proof. For every m _> 1 let Mm := {(P, P) [ P E Fro'm}. We have for all squares 
P, Pt that  PP~ E L ~ P = P~, so (Mm) has the property of Lemma 3. But 
IMm] = 2 m2 is not 2 ~ therefore L is not recognizable. 

In [GRST96] the non-recognizability of the above language has been shown 
using essentially the same argument. The complement of L is recognizable, so a 
corollary is that  the class of recognizable picture languages is not closed under 
complement. 

In fact, the author does not know any example for a picture language whose 
non-recognizability can be shown, but not by this lemma. 

We consider another example. 
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Proposition 2. Let CORNERS be the set o/pictures P over {a, b} such that 
whenever P(i ,  j )  = P(i ' ,  j )  = P(i ,  j ')  = b then also P(i ' ,  j ' )  = b. (Intuitively: 
Whenever three corners o /a  rectangle carry a b, then also the ]ourth one does.) 
CORNERS is not recognizable. 

Proo]. Let n _> 1. For every partition P of {1, . . .  , 2n} into two-element sets we 
fix a bijection ~p : / )  -~ {1,. . .  ,n}. (For example, we can choose ap({i , i '})  to 
be the number of elements {j, jl} of :P for which min{j,j '} < min{i, i'}.) 

Now we choose a picture P over {a, b} of size 2n • n such that for all ( i , j )  E 
{1,... ,2n}• ,n}: 

P ( i , j )  = b ~ 3i ':  {i,i I} e 7~Aj = ~ , ({ i ,  il}). 

Let Mn be the set of all pairs (Pp,Pp)  where 7 ~ is a partition of {1,. . .  ,2n} 
into two-element sets. 

Then we have for all partitions/),/)1 that PT~Pp' E CORNERS ~ 7 ~ = 
7 )~, so (Mn) has the property of Lemma 3. 

For the number An of partitions of {1,. . .  ,2n} into two-element sets one 
easily verifies the recursion formula A1 = 1, An+l = (2n + 1)An. We have that 
IMnl = An > n! is not 2 ~ and hence Lemma 3 implies that CORNERS is not 
recognizable. 

3 P i e c e w i s e  T e s t a b l e  P i c t u r e  L a n g u a g e s  

Definition 3. Let P E F m'n and Q E F +'+. Then P is a subpicture o] Q i] 
there are strictly monotone]unctions f : {1,. . .  ,m} --~ N>I andg : {1,. . .  ,n} --~ 
N>I such that Q( f ( i ) , g ( j ) )  = P ( i , j )  for all ( i , j )  E {1,. . .  ,m}•  ,n}. 

Let m , n  E N>I. Two pictures Q1,Q2 are (m,n)-equivalent (Q1 ~mn Q2 ]or 
short) i~ they have the same subpictures of size m • n. A picture language L 
is piecewise testable if] there is some (m, n) such that L is a union o] ~mn- 
equivalence classes. 

Example 2. The picture language CORNERS from Proposition 2 is piecewise 
testable. 

The proof is immediate since CORNERS is the set of pictures such that no 2 x 2- 
subpicture of P has exactly 3 b's, and this property holds for every or for none 
element of a (2, 2)-equivalence class. 

This example shows that, unlike in the theory of formal word languages, not 
every piecewise testable picture language is recognizable. 

Remark 1. The class of piecewise testable picture languages is characterized by 
Boolean combinations of existential first-order formulas with the two binary 
predicates _<1, _<2. 

The proof is similar to the word case. 
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Example 3. Let CROSS be the language of all pictures over {a, b} containing 

a b a  

as a subpicture. CROSS is piecewise testable. 

4 S t a r f r e e  P i c t u r e  L a n g u a g e s  

Defini t ion 4. The class o/ starfree picture languages over F is given by the 
smallest set that contains all finite picture languages over F and is closed under 
row- and column concatenation, finite union, and complement. 

The class of recognizable picture languages is closed under row- and column 
concatenation and union, but (as mentioned before) not under complement. 
In [GRST96] the authors asked whether, nevertheless, every starfree picture 
language is recognizable. We answer this question negatively. 

P ropos i t ion  3. The picture language C O R N E R S  from Proposition 2 is star- 
free. 

Pro@ Let K := U 0) ] , where the union ranges over all quadruples 
\ (y (~ 0) z) / 

(w, x, y, z) E {a, b) 4 such that wxyz  E b*ab*, and ~ denotes complement w. r. t. 
{a, b} +'+. Then K is the set of all pictures over {a, b} such that exactly one of 
the corners carries an a. 

Clearly, ((,-~ 0~K4~ 0)) is the complement of L, so L is starfree. 

The following is shown in [Wi197]: 

L e m m a  4. The language CROSS from Example 3 is not starfree. 

5 L o c a l ,  L o c a l l y  T e s t a b l e ,  a n d  L o c a l l y  T h r e s h o l d  T e s t a b l e  
P i c t u r e  L a n g u a g e s  

We give straightforward adaptions of definitions of languages classes defined by 
certain "local" properties. These definitions can also be found, for instance, in 
[GRST96]. 

Defini t ion 5. Let P E F m'n and Q E F "~''n' . Then P is a subblock o / Q  i/ 
there are k <_ m' - m and l ~ n' - n such that Q( i , j )  = P ( k  + i , l  + j )  ]or all 
( i , j )  e {1,...  , re}x{1, . . .  ,n}. 

For a picture P over F,  we denote by P the picture over F U { # }  that results 
from P by surrounding it with the fresh boundary symbol # .  
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A picture language L is local iff there is some set A o] 2 • 2-pictures over 
F U {#} Such that L contains exactly those pictures P ]or which the (2 x 2)- 
subblocks of P are in A. 

Let m , n  E N>I. Two pictures Q1,Q2 are (m,n)-block-equivalent (Q1 -~mn 
Q2 for short) iff Q,1 and Q2 have the same set o] subblocks o] size m x n. A 
picture language L is locally testable if] there is some (m, n) such that L is a 
union of (m,n)-block-equivalence classes. 

Let d, t > 1. Two pictures Q1, Q2 are (d, t)-block-threshold-equivalent iZf ]or 
every square picture P of size d ~ x d ~ (with d ~ < d), the numbers of occurrences 
of P as a subblock in Q1 (respectively Q2) are equal or both > t. A picture 
language is locally threshold testable if] there are d, t such that L is a union of 
( d, t )-block-threshold-equivalence classes. 

Since every local language is a union of (2, 2)-block-equivalence classes, and 
(m, n)-block-equivalence is coarser than (max{m, n}, 0)-block-threshold-equiva- 
lence, we have that every domino-local language is local, every local language is 
locally testable, and every locally testable picture language is locally threshold 
testable. 

In [GR96] it is shown that the class of recognizable picture languages is 
the class of those picture languages that can be obtained from a local picture 
language via alphabet projection. 

Remark 2. 1. The class of locally threshold testable picture languages is char- 
acterized by first-order logic over the signature {$1,$2} with two binary 
relation symbols $1, $2 for the two successor relations. 

2. The class of locally testable picture languages is characterized by Boolean 
combinations of existential first-order sentences over the signature {$1, $2, 
/eft, right, top, bottom}, where the latter four predicates are unary and say 
that a position is at the respective border. 

The first statement is shown in [GRST96] and the second can be proved 
similarly to the case of word languages. 

6 An Overview of Language Classes and Open Questions 

Let us denote the classes of recognizable, piecewise testable, starfree, local, and 
first-order definable 1 picture languages by REC, PT,  SF, LOC, and FO(<I, ~2), 
respectively. We have the inclusion diagram presented in the following figure, 
where lines indicate proper inclusions and non-connected classes are incompara- 
ble for non-trivial alphabets. 

1 in the sense of [Wi197], i.e., over the signature with binary relation symbols ~_~1 and 
_<2 for vertical and horizontal orderings 
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FO(-<I, -<2) 
/ \  

PT SF 
\ /  
PT N SF 

REC 

( 
LOC 

(Simple proofs show that every staxfree and every piecewise testable picture 
language is first-order definable. This infers e.g. FO(_<I, _<2) q: REC, correct- 
ing a mistake in [Mat95]. The non-inclusion results REC ~= FO(<I,  _<2) and 
FO(_<I, _<2) ~ PT, and SF ~ PT  carry over from the theory of formal word lan- 
guages because when restricted to pictures of height one, each of these classes 
equals the respective class of word languages.) 

If we denote the classes of locally testable and locally threshold testable 
picture languages by LT and LTT, respectively, we have the following inclusion 
chain 

LOC C LT ~ LTT C FO(_<I, _<2). 

Here, the non-inclusions axe again witnessed by the well-known examples 
from word language theory, and the last inclusion is trivially inferred by the 
logical characterizations of Remark 2. 

Since REC is not closed under complement (as mentioned after Proposi- 
tion 1) whereas the classes FO(-<I, _<2), PT, and SF are, the class co-REC of 
complements of recognizable picture languages is incomparable to all of these 
classes, too. 

Concluding, one could say that in the world of picture languages, only trivial 
language class inclusions hold. (Unlike in the theory of word languages, where 
we have P T  C SF = FO C REC.) Another justification for this statement is the 
fact that also the class of context-free picture languages (as defined in [Mat97]) is 
incomparable to every other class of picture languages mentioned here (including 
LOC). 

One open question is: Is there a natural example for a non-recognizable pic- 
ture language for which Lemma 3 fails to prove the non-recognizability? One 
candidate is the language of squares over {a, b} that have as many a's as b's. It 
is easy to see that Lemma 3 cannot be used to show the non-recognizability of 
this example language, however we conjecture that it is not recognizable. 
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